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Foreword

This document is based on its predecessor,, 'E:!iLSL§j;i£JS.
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hlSiIii^fi..yiIiELJlgl..l Projects- The Step by Step Programme was
developed through fieldwork in 60 villages, as part of
the PMQ/IRC Project for the Development of a Community
Participation Component in the Tan z an i an Rural Water-
Supply Programme- The present, document incorporates the
further experience as well as feedback from MAJI, AFYA
and MAENDELEO f i el d staff- acquired during the preparation

implementation of the first in-service staff training
programme. Further adaptations are expected to originate
from the ongoing learning processes in the field.

(original in Kiswahili)
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INTRODUCTION TU COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

1- WHY COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION ?

Water Supply projects can contribute greatly to Rural Development.

Ibis is brought about, both by the projects themselves and by the

way in which they are carried out.

Involving the people can lead to lower costs, butter functioning

and better use, and at the same time can stimulate village

development with regard to health, product iv/e use of water,

administrative capacities and involvement of women in village

development antivitios.

2. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN CONSTRUCTION

In Tanzania, community participation has been must usual in the

const rucHon pha.se. Theoretically this can have the following

benefits : (a) lower costs to the government through voluntary

labour for site clearing, digging, transport of materials, etc.

(b) Creat. ion of a feeling of ownership among the community to the

water supply. (c) framing in technical and organizational skills

for the community and (d) Better ("unot inning of the supply by

getting good guaiity, work in excavation, knowledge of pipe net-work

to detect and report leakages, avoid damage in ploughing etc.

However, realization of these benefits depends greatJy on the

manner in which the people are approached and involved.

Con:; i dor the following case :

"A water supply project was allocated to the village of Makutano jn

J','H! and a design made. In 1V8^, the construction team arrived.

Hit- village government (20 men) were lectured on the importance

ol self-help and were asked to organize the village labour in such

a way that there would be a crew of 40 people for digging every day.

Ihe turnou! was very disappointing. After a good start, very few

poiiM.li.' turned up for digging. Die guaiity of the excavation work

was ext ceme I y poor înd needed a lot of rod i f ication afterwards.
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To improve: turnout, the Mwenyekiti, Ward Secretary and other

leaders decided to impose a fine on any villagers not turning up,

and involve also some militia in the area to ensure that people

were reporting Tor work. As a result, 40 people were.present

every day."

I).i scu.S5i i on Quest i ons

Can you think of reasons why the. community did not show up in

sufficient numbers ?

Do you think the way in which they were made to participate

has made them fully responsible towards the water supply ?

Will they do a good job in excavation ?

Have the village leaders learned how they can best organize well-

iiotivnted and effective self-help labour for village development ?

Do you think the MAJi stall' and village leadern should have come

up with a different approach ?

Points for Considerat ion

Introduction of the project including reasons for delay at a

v i J. J age meet., j ruj.

Ask the villagers if they are still interested in the project

and in what ways they think they will benefit from it.

Involve especially women, because as main beneficiaries they

are good motivators of self-he]p.

find out when the-.people are too busy in the field for self-

help, e.g. weeding, harvesting, etc.

Assist the village leaders in organizing self-help in such a

way that the work is divided equally over all able-bodied people

in the village.

Demonstrate standards of" labour and explain why they are also

in the interest of the village.



CDHHUNTTY PARTICIPATION-IN PLANNING FOR DESIGN AND MA I NTE NANCE

(.'ornmumty 'participation during local planning has been loss usual

than in construct.inn. It can have the following benefits (a) Use

is made of local environmental knowledge for design, which can

lower costs and prevent certain design mistakes (b) Use of social

knowledge for optimal sharing of water and water points to ensure

a ge."3ral use of safe water and avoidance of conflicts and

vandalism. (c) Answering of village needs in water uses,* siting

of water points etc., resulting in better water use.

(d) Recognition of women's traditional roles and knowledge in

domestic water supply and their active involvement'in new development

(e) Awareness in advance by the people of what is qoinq to I.;II<R

place, and hence nrepare themselves for participation. Examples

of useful environmental knowledge are the information of villagers

on possible water sources for the intake of a new water supply,

knowledge of women on existence of water sources, their reliability

and perceived water quality, knowledge about the various water needs

in the village, and problems over sharing, e.g. for irrigation and

cattle, and what distribution of standpipes or handpumps will be

best to ensure that every household in the village will use only

the safe water, at least for drinking, and at every time of the

year. In villages with a bilharzia problem, it may also be

necessary to discuss if there is a need to have a washing facility „

or bathing enclosure at the water point. Otherwise it may happen

that they go on using biIhnrzia-.infested sources for washing and

bathing, because it is less work to bring one's washing and

children to the source than to carry all the washing and bathing

water home from the tap. In that case it will be important to

involve especially the women in design and management- In Malawi,

f or instance, it was found out that women wore using the drains

("fir washing instead of the washing blocks made at the pumps,

because they were using detergent instead of soap. Also, it was

found nut that a women's committee had to be made responsible for

proper management and maintenance of the site, as has been

successfully done in Zimbabwe.
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(Invite other field experiences) • •

Involvement in local planning is also important when the subsequent

ma ihtt-'nnhce is carried out. mainly by the villages themselves.

Ihey shouTd know what rights and responsibil ities they will have,

nruJ have a :;ay in the planning of those aspects of the water supply

that concern them directly, no that thoy develop a sense of" ownership

right from the start.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN HEALTH

The Water Supply alone, will not bring better health and development.

Water-related diseases will continue to thrive when contaminated

traditional sources remain to be used, personal and household

hygiene is not improved, latrines are not built, used and kept in

hygienic condition in every household, hands are not washed

regularly, if" possible with soap and food ir, not protected against

contamination by flies or dirty hand?.. Again, it is the villagers

who know best what condil-ions and practices need to be changed

in their villages. They also know their customs, and local

.resources and know who are opinion leaders JO health in their

viilage.

Tor instance, women in some villages in Morogoro have commented

that for hyqient! improvements not only the women should be

involved. Hatters such as latrine roofing and kitchen improvements

for example, should be discussed with men. Thus the actions of

men and women could complement each other for the general health

benefit of the village.

lhe integrated programme on water supply and sanitation now being

introduced in UH- region makes it possible to realize other

development objective;-,. These include (a) Continued functioning

of water supply. (b) General and adequate use of safe water,

(c) Improving public health.- (d) Stimulating village self-reliance.

(e) Integrating women in development and (I) Productive uses of

water and t imtr gains.



Ihi!i new approach iilso CiiLl;; for different communication1 wi th

the villaqe:; ; instead of being men-; benefie iar ins, they become

partners in a project that satisfies both technical criteria

and village needs :;o that in the imi\ :

everyone will use safe water :tt least Tor drinking

everyone will use more water for persona) and household hygiene

everyone will improve sanitation and food hyejiene practices

t he- v i 1 lane will keep the water supply funct ioninfj

the villaqe will increase its capacity in problem r.olvinq

and women'y traditional roles in water supply and sanitation

are also built upon in the new projects.
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Step 1 Informing the community on project allocation

Purpose
- To give feedback to the village on their project request-

Part i c ip ants
District Authorities

Tasks in the.vi1laqe • .
The District Authorities inform all villages which have sent in a
request for a water supply project whether they qualify for a
project or not, and the reasons why they cannot, get. a project in
case their request has been rejected.

Preparati on
- Determination of priority criteria for project implementation.
- Screening of village requests and water master plan data.

Document at i on
Circular letter for the villages concerned.



Step 2 Surveying

As soon as it is known that a survey team will start surveying in
a certain village, the village government is contacted without
delay.

Purpose
- To be known to the village.
- To inform the village government of the activities that. will
take place, procedures and uncertainties of survey findings.

-- To invite their participation in the survey to ensure that the
knowledge and needs of the village regarding water supply are
taken into account.

Parti cipants
MAJI, village leadership, several village women.

Tasks in the village
- Be introduced to the village leaders.
- Brie-fly explain leaders about the forthcoming activities in the

vi 11 age.
-• 8et. permission for survey to be done,
- Tour the village with the village leadership and some village

women and collect information on:
* population size and growth rate
* planned area for village extension
* existing water sources and purposes for which each source

i B used
•* additional facilities needed, e,,g.washing slab, cattle trough
* competing interests e.g. cattle owners, neighbouring

villages without reliable water source
Make test drills/ survey.

- Arrange for a village assembly to discuss
survey (see step 4A).

-- Inform the village about the possible time
and the start of construction.

- Give the village all necessary information and explanation to
avoid disappointment of expectations, e.g. that sometimes water
points cannot be sited in the desired place for certain
technical reasons.

the results of the

between surveying

Notes
- Women should be involved because of their knowledge of water

sources and water use patterns. The village leaders can for
example ask for one woman from each village neighbourhood to
parti cipi*te in the survey.

- Ideally, new waterpoints should be sited at a closer distance
than the traditional water sources that, women use to collect
drinking water.

- I-f this is not possible, discuss the improvement of
traditionasl sources with the village (see step ISA)-

- Also discuss with the women of the unserved section and the
women of the nearest served section if they will share the
waterpoint. In cases of many users it may be necessary to
construct a second well or tap in this area.



When a neighbouring village is without water, it may also be
necessary to work out sharing,arrangements, to prevent damage
to the water supply.
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Steg, 3A Collecting; other village information:HAENRELEQ

Purpose
-- To communicate, e-ffectively with the villagers:

* in case of leadership) problems try to assist the villagers
in rsolving these first.

* find out if the villagers -feel a need -for the project:
contact bath men and women.

-- To organize self-help labour.
-• To determine the financial capacities of the village to
maintain the water supply. ; .

Partici pants
flAENDELEO, village leadership, village men and women.

Tasks i n the vi11 age
- Collect information about the labour force and village self-
help organization (days set aside for communal work etc.).
Gauge the felt need for an improved water supply for domestic:
use, livestock, brick—making etc. and willingness to contribute,

- Assess the village leadership situation.
Assess village income.

•••- Assess whether women ar& going to save time and whether they
would like to use this time for women's activities, classes
etc.

D o c u m e n t a t i o n
Report on community capacities, attitudes and possible additional
development activi ties.



Step g- Collectinq other village informatian:AFYA

PurjD ose.
-- Betting the basic picture of health and

sanitation in the village.
— Helping the village leadership to understand the

between water, sanitation and village health.

envi ronmental

relati onship

Participants
AFYA, village leadership, women representatives,

Tasks in the village
— Collect information about number o-f latrines, reasons -for

absence of latrines, use o-f latrines, cleanliness o-f slab,
presence of long-handled fly-cover, and water and soap or ash
for handwashing. Also include latrines at schools, dispensary
etc.

- Observe hygiene conditions around water sources, at busstop
etc.

••-• Observe water collection and storage practices: bucket rinsing,
handwashing, separate storage of drinking water in a covered
vessel, use of a laddie to draw drinking water from the storage
vessel instead of a communal cup.

Documentati an
Baseline
practi ces.

information about village hygiene conditions and

Note
- A detailed health survey can also be done together with the

members of the VWSC after their election (see step 8 ) . In that
case, the first survey of AFYA will be general only, to report
on the environmental health conditions to the village assembly.
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Step 4A Preparing a village project meeting

Purpose
-Assisting the village government in preparing a village meeting
to be attended by all or the majority of the adult population.

- Assisting the village government in promoting women's
attendance and participation in the meeting,

- Assisting the village government to present the relevant
social, economic, health and community participation aspects of
the project.

Participants
MAENDELED, village leadership, women representatives.

Tasks in the village
- Together with the village leadership, discuss the time, place
and organisation of the meeting, and how the villagers will be
informed about it.

Note
~" Possible ways to stimulate the attendance of women are;;
* having the meeting at a time and place suitable for women.

Informal places are usually better than formal ones
* inform and encourage women to attend the meeting through

the village authorities and women's groups.
- Possible ways to encourage women's participation in the
discussions are:
* seating of men and women in adjacent groups rather than

front and back-
* use of local language whenever possible, or otherwise
a summary o-f each point in the vernacular language.

* stimulation of feedback from women by the fieldstaff.
* preparing and inviting a spokeswoman to pose the village
women's questions and represent the women's views.
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Step 4B In-forming the village and di scussinci the project

Purpose
- To inform the whole village about the project:

* MAJI about the proposed design of the water supply.
* AFYA about the health aspects and sanitation improvements.
* MAENDELEO about the participation of the villagers in all the

steps of the waterproject and the healthy use of the waiter.
Water use can also include vegetable gardening, brick-making,
tree nurseries etc.

- To an<5wer any village questions about the project,
- To discuss the project with the villagers and reach agreement

about the proposed design of the project (location of water-
works, collection points).

- To discuss with the villagers the need for additional
facilities, such as, facilities for clothes washing and
watering of domestci animals, and to see how the village can
finance these facilities.

~ To identify any other changes that the villagers think are
needed in building the wells or the piped water supply.

- To elect the Village Water Sub-Committee (VW5C).
- To sign an agreement when the project is approved.

Parti ei pants
The whole adult village population, MAJI, AFYA, MAENDELEO and any
other government employees in the village, such as, teachers,
agricultural extension workers, etc.

Tasks in the village
~ MAJI, AFYA and MAENDELEO inform the village about the steps of
the project.

- MAENDELEO reads out the draft agreement about the project.
- A debate is held about the project and an agreement reached,,
- MAENDELEO lists any issues on which no agreement has been
reached.These are further discussed until an agreement has been
achi eved.

- MAENDELEO summarizes the agreements reached. The Village
Chairman signs the project, agreement an behalf of the whale
vi1lage.

- Election of the Village Water Sub-Committee.
- In important cases, longer surveying may be needed.

Documentati on
Project Agreement,
Village map with proposed design.

Note
When serious problems occur in reaching a project agreement,
the village should be given more time to think, and step 4B
should be repeated.

It is recommended that already during this step the
debate starts about the maintenance and financing
of the village water supply (see step 10).



Step 5A Qrqanizinq the self-help work

Purpose
— to obtain e-f-fective and high-quality self--help.

MAENDELEO, MAJI,VWSC [
!

Tasks in the village •
- MAENDELEO assists the VWSC to register all able persons in the [
village and divide them in groups. . !

- MAENDELEO helps to assign to each group a special day or futJL '
(well-defined task) to work on,

- MAENDELEO helps the VWSC to keep attendance records,
- MAJI and MAENDELEO assist the VWSC to monitor performance and

step in to assist the VWSC when necessary, <
~ MAJI informs MAENDELEO and the VWSC about the warkpIan, (

preferably on the Friday, Saturday or Sunday preceding the j
start of the construction,

Documeritati on
- List of all persons able to participate in the self-help..
- List of daily attendance*
- Workschedule for construction, )
- Sketchmap of design of water scheme. j

Notes. '
- In case the villagers cannot participate physically for one
reason or another, they should contribute? by hiring local
unskilled labour with their own funds. Under no condition
should self-help labour be paid by the project even when this j
is a practice in other projects. ]

- To organise the work, discuss with the VWSC the best approach |
under the local circumstances.
Option 1
* MAJI divides the total workplan into parts and estimates the
number of days of work and the number of self-help labourers
needed for each day.

* The VWSC draws a list of self-help labour, divides the work,
and keeps the attendance records.

Option 2
* Lists 3ir& made of households which will work every Monday,
©very Tuesday, Wednesday, etc. Attendance lists are kept for
each group. This has the advantage that there is a stronger
group pressure, because anyone not turning up increases the
work for the others.

A sketchmap of the design can facilitate the division of the
work.

- In planning the construction work, pay attention to:
* avoidance of agricultural peak seasons
* fair sharing of the self-help work, including between the
sexes

* avoidance of large numbers of people for the first days, as
this makes supervision difficult and cannot be kept up.
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In case o-f a multi-village scheme, the work pi an can be drawn
together with the joint committee. A possible way is:
* delegation o-f self-help in the headworks to the nearest

village; the work is divided -further by the VWSC o-f that
village,,

* the main line is dug by all villages. The days worked on the
headworks are deducted from the tasks o-f the first, vi 11 age.

*• branch lines and distribution nets are dug by the individual
villages, organised by their own VWSC.

After some time, enthousiasm usually slackens. Options to
stimulate self-help include:
* calling a general meeting, and involving especially the women
as motivators

*• reorganizing the work, including start of pipe laying in the
completed part of the trench

* committee introduces sanctions
Village enthousiasm also disappears when agreements are not
kept by the other parties (e.g. delays in delivery of materials
and start of construction). Thereafter it becomes harder to
involve the village in any external development project.

During this step, also start discussing the
selection of VM/VSA with the VWSC (see step 6)

17



Step 5B Education on workstandards

- to understand the relevance of the required standards of work
for a reliable functioning of the village water supply,

- to explain and demonstrate workstandards to the self-help
labour;

- to supervise self-help labour on the required quality of work.

Partici pants
MAJI, MAENDEL.EO, VWSC, al1:self-help labour. : ;

Tasks in the village
- MAJI and MAENDELEO assist the VWSC in organizing a
demonstration on trench digging for the self-help labour,

- MAJI and MAENDELEO discuss with the VWSC how they will
supervise the quality of the work.

How to organize the demonstration
- Get the necessary material: * pieces of brittle, broken and

plain PVC pipes
* cigarette lighter
* string
* measuring stick
* Jembe (hoe)

-- Organize a meeting of all self-help labour.
•••- Demonstrate the digging of a too-shallow trench.
- Ask the villagers to consider the following story;

"A village has been digging shallow trenches tor
their water supply. In the rainy season many
streams of rainwater rush down the slopes. What
happens to the pipes?" (Answer by participants).

"Now in the dry season the sun shines down hard on
these pipes. What happens?"(Explanation by MAJI if
answer is not known). Demonstration of breaking a
piece of brittle pvc pipe by someone invited from
the audience.

"Also there a.r& bushfires. What happens to the
pipes?" Demonstration of melting of pvc pipes.
"At the bottom of the trench some sharp rocks a.re
left. What happens?" (Show piece of pierced or
broken pi pe).

"How can the quality of work be improved?"
(Demonstration of the use of string and measuring
stick in making good trenches).

Joint conclusion: "It is important that trenches
are dug straight and have a sufficient depth.
The bottom should be smoothed properly. Trenches
must be backfilled properly after pipelaying so
that our pipeline will not break easily".

18



Step 6A Selection and remuneration of VM/VSA

Purpose
- To select suitable candidates for training as village mechanic

(VM) or village scheme attendant <VSA),
— To assist the VWSC in making provisions for their remuneration.

Partic:
MAJI, MAENDELEO, VWSC.

Tasks in the village :
- Explain the duties and training of VM/VSA.
- Discuss what type of person will be suitable as VM/VSA.
••-• Ask the VWSC to select candidates for training.
- Start, on-the-job training of the candidates.
-- Discuss how and how much the VWSC will pay the VM/VSAs.
- After completion of the project:

MAJI gives refresher training to VM/VSAs during follow-up
visits and trains new VM/VSAs when necessary.

ppcuffien t at i on
Task descriptions of the VM and VSA.

Notes
Tasks of VM/VSA:
*
•* (technical tasks)
*
* keeping records of maintenance and repair of the water supply
* reporting to the VWSC and the DFA
* communication with VCTs

"~ Selection of candidates: points for consideration
* permanent residency in the village
* responsible and reliable person
* personal interest in the job
* capability to learn each listed task

- Discuss with the VWSC if perhaps a woman should be chosen, seen
women's personal interest in a reliable domestic water supply
and their greater sensitivity to social pressure from the users
to do a good job. Men are sometimes more interested in making a
career outside the village and are more often away from the
village. Training women for new skills is also a recognition of
their traditional role in domestic water supply.

- If a reliable and capable man is selected, consider sending
both husband and wife for training, so that the on© can do the
work when the other is away. In this way, no stand-by has to
paid by the village, and the wife will get the full and
correct training for the work from the proper trainer, not
only the one or two things that her husband might teach her.

~ Remuneration: points for discussion with the VWSC
* payment per month, or
* payment per job done, or

19



* remuneration in any other form, e.g. payment in kind,
exemption from other communal work in the village without
losing one's share in the benefits.

~ Location of VSA
In case of a piped water supply with an electric or diesel pump
it is recommended that the village enables the pump attendant
to live next to the pumphouse, to prevent stealing of pump
parts.
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Step 6B Selection andremuneration of VCTs

Purpose
- To select suitable candidates as village caretakers (VCTs) for
the water-points.

- To assist the VWSC in making provisions for their remuneration.

Partici pants
MAENDELEO, VWSC

Tasks, in the village ; .
'••- MAENDELEO and the VWSC jointly consider the tasks of the VCTs.
- The VWSC finds suitable persons to do the work.

Notes
- Tasks of the VCTs

* upkeep of hygiene around the waterpoints
* educating the users on hygiene at the waterpoint and proper-

storage and use of water at home
* reporting problems to the VM/VSA and VWSC

- Selection of VCTs: points for consideration
* living near the waterpoint
* permanent residency in the village
* responsible and reliable person
* capacity to communicate easily with the users
* personal interest in the job
*'willingness to do all tasks themselves.

- It is advised that women in particular arts selected as VCTs,
because of
* their regular visits to the waterpoints
* their personal interest in a good water supply
* their easier communication with other women users
* hygiene tasks ars traditionally the responsabi1ity of

women, not of men
* their sensitivity to pressure from other women to do
a good job

* their less frequent travel outside the village.
For the necessary authority women VCTs can fall back on their
iO-cell leaders or the VWSC when required.
- Remuneration of VCTs
Possible ways of remuneration are:
* allowing VCTs to establish a small vegetable garden at the
waterpoi nt

* exempting VCTs from other communal tasks in the village
without losing their share in the benefits.
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Step 7 Construction of additional facilities

Purpose .
- To facilitate the use of water for bathing and clothes washing
without affecting the general hygiene of the waterpoint,

- To reduce the workload of the women in carrying water home for
clothes washing and bathing of children.
To reduce risks of bilharzia transmission by washing clothes
and bathing in bi 1 harzi a— infested water,

- To stimulate productive use of surplus water e.g. far
livestock, brick making, tree nurseries, vegetable gardening

- To reduce conflicts which may arise over other uses of
water, e.g. for cattle.

- To increase village income and supply of different foodstuff.

Participants
MAJI, MAENDELEO, AFYA, VWSC, other villagers.

Tasks in the village
- MAJI advises on the technical possibility of having additional

facilities at the -waterpoints, such as, bathing and laundry
facilities, cattle watering troughs, irrigation canals, fish
ponds etc,

- The villagers participate through self-help and contributions
in the construction of the facilities

- The villagers s^re consulted on the preferred design of the
facilities, e.g. women on washing and bathing facilities,
cattle owners on cattle troughs ,

- When the construction of the facilities is complete, the VCTs
and the VWSC will ensure proper use of the facilities and
cleanliness of the environment.

Note
- Some additional facilities will need communication with other-
Departments. Before constructing a fishpond for example, the
Department of Fisheries should be contacted for advice on its
feasibi1ity.

- Washing utensils should be forbidden for reasons of cleanliness
except in case of productive use of foodscraps, e.g. for a fish
pond.

- Any person using water from the improved water supply for
productive purposes, e.g. brickmaking, cattle watering etc.
should pay an extra contribution to the village water fund.
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Step. ̂ BA Introducing health education; village survey

Purpose [ •
~ To observe the village hygiene conditions and identify what
additional improvements arB needed so that the water project
will have a beneficial effect on public health*

- To make a plan for a village hygiene improvement programme with
the VWSC.

Parti cipants ',
AFYA, VWSC. : :

Tasks in the vi11 age
- Set permission and support -from the VWSC in carrying out a
hygiene survey in the village.

- With the help o-f the VWSC, visit all households in the village.
When the village is very large, a selected number o-f households
can be visited in each ten-cell leader's area,

- Explain what the purpose o-f the visit is to the household and
ask permission to visit their latrine.
Note:
* presence of latrine
* reason(s) for absence
* latrine conditions:

* state of outhouse good/average/poor
* cleanliness slab good/average/poor
* long-handled flycover on/of -f /absent
* water and soap or ash

•for handwashing present/absent
- Ask permission to see how drinkingwater is stored.
Note: * no separate storage

* separate, uncovered storage
* separate, covered storage
* communeal cup -for drinking
* separate laddie or cup to take drinkingwater out

- From what source does the drinkingwater come?
* handpump * reason(s)?
* tap * reason(s)?
* river * reason(s)?
* other (specify) * reason(s)?

- Visit the latrines in public institutions. Observe if their
number is adequate, and note their conditions (as above).

- Visit all village waterpoints and other public places (e.g.
market, busstop) and note use and hygiene conditions.

- Tabulate the findings o-f the survey.
E.g.

presence of l a t r i n e JUt-M" JrJrrT 04-rT jWrTl -Writ 111
absence of latrine .H-iT 111
reasons;

lack of labour 111
lack of funds 11
latrine collapse 1
latrine full 11

- Present the findings to a village meeting (see step 4B on
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organizing a village meeting).
Instead of lecturing, seek the opinion of the villagers on
how water and sanitation-related diseases Are transmitted
in their village.
Discuss what practices should be improved and how this can be
done*
Discuss which contribution could be given by the men, the women
and the children-
Together with the VWSC, draw a detailed plan for following up
the decisions of the meeting. ;
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Step 8B Introducing health education: group discussions

Purpose
- To promote understanding o-f the relationship between water,

sanitation and village health.
- To stimulate activities to improve local hygiene practices.

Participants
AFYA, VWSC, other relevant villagers (village health worker,
schoolteachers, adult educators, leaders of women's groups, youth
1 eaders etc . ). :

Tasks i n the vi11 age
- Sit with the local leaders (VWSC, village health worker, teachers

etc.) and discuss each topic of the Hygiene Improvement Manual.
- Discuss in particular what problems exist locally and by what

local action these could be solved,
- Ask the participants to organize the same kind of discussions

with their groups,
~ If necessary, assist in organizing the work. The VWSC can -for

example in their turn train the balozis and their wives on
holding health discussions with their neighbours,

Points for consideration
-- In discussions, local conditions can be used as a start. E.g.

Are stools near a water-point outside the village harmful?
At -first, the villagers of village X said that that they did
not matter as long as the well was at some distance from the
village and was closed by the cover with the handpump-
Also it wa= convenient for the people to use the bushes around
the well, because water for cleaning was nearby. Discussion
then passed to the many flies around and how they sat on the
stools. Could these flies fly to the village and sit on the
food and on the hands and faces of small children? What would
happen? Could they transfer a little bit o-f the excreta to be
accidently ingested by the people? The villagers concluded that
this actually happened. They decided to clear the bushes at
the well and spread word on the harmful ness of these practices.

- Groups that can be involved in group discussions with the
VWSC, village health worker etc. include

* schoolclasses
* adult education groups
* women groups
* informal neighbourhood gatherings (through home visits)
* meetings organized by ten-cell leaders

-•• It is important to involve both men and women in group
discussions, and to agree on which improvements will be made
by the men and which by the women.

- Once the groups are organised, follow-up by the VWSC and AFYA
or MAEIMDELEO will help to find out how the groups function, who
ar<s> participating, whether some types of villagers a.rB unable
to participate, and what each group has done.

Materj al
Manual "Understanding and Improvement of Village Hygiene",
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Step 9 St i mul .ation ,,of project-rel ated development

Purpose :
•- To assist the VWSC in .identifying and organising productive

uses of surplus water,
- To assist the; VWSC in organising productive uses of iimegains
for the? women.

Participants
MAENDELEO, VWSC, village women.

Steps in the village
••••• Together with the VWSC see if there are any possibilities for
the productive use of spill and surplus water, e.g.
* brick-making for public: building projects or income
generati on

* school gardens
* women's group activities (gardening, brewing, brick making,
etc.)

#• tree nurseries for afforestation/home planting (timber,
firewood , f rui t. trees).

- When applicable, agree on the use of profits. Individuals
making bricks near the water source should for instance pay an
extra contribution to the village water fund.

- For women's activities, informally collect, information about,
their needs and possibilities*

Note
The VCT may be given priority to use spill and surplus water, and
should be consulted during planning of productive uses of water,,



* a special annual budget and -fund reservations are
made -for the water supply

* a Special water fund is created -from productive
uses of water (brick-making, brewing, vegetable
gardening)

* cultivation of a communal -field; the revenues are
put in a bank account for the village water supply
costs

* annual village fundraisings with voluntary contri-
butions to reach a target set by the VWSC

*;annual village fundraisings with every household
paying a fixed contribution

* regular household contributions
* a levy on the sale of crops to the crop marketing

boards,

- MAJI informs the village about the schedule o-f follow-up visits.
- MAJI explains the VWSC how to supervise the Vli/VSA in keeping

records on the functioning -and the regular maintenance of the
village water supply,

- MAJI in*for(T= and advises the VWSC on the prices, procurement
and storage of spare parts:
* which parts to keep in stock
* which parts to replace by newly bought ones on breakdown

or wearing out
* which parts to bring for recycling to the workshops.

- MAENDELEO advises the VWSC on how to keep the accounts of the
village water fund.

Points for discussion with the VWSC;
- Setting up a village water fund:

* Has the village already got an adequate net income to
cover the annual costs of the water supply? (If
necessary, find out from the village accounts)

* Can the village increase its income? How?
* Can all households pay a monthly contribution, or
do they have a seasonal income?

* Is monthly fund collection likely to be kept up?
* When is the best time to collect or set money aside

for the water supply?
* Are all users able and willing to pay?
* Should all pay the same amount, bearing in mind that
amounts of water used vary from family to family and
that benefits and capacity to pay also vary?
If not, how can contributions be graded?
For example:

* Everyone pays the same contribution, but poor
families (widows, old couples, etc) are
exempted -from payment

* All households in the village are classified
into different payment categories. E.g.
Category I: families who use more water, such
(higher as households living near a tap
rate) or pump, households with a high

income, households using water
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•for cattle/irrigation, polygamous
1 households
* ' Category II: households usin^ less water, e.g.

(lower those living! •far from a tap or
rate) pump, those with low incomes (and

so less vessels) and small families.

••••• Discuss with the VWSC how tools and spare parts can be stored
safely, for example, in the village office, or with th£3
kiti of the VWSC, The latter also enables the VWSC to check
on the frequency of maintenance by the VM/VSA. :

- For safekeeping of the village water funds, the VWSC may place
the money in the village account. In addition, the VWSC should
keep a separate record of all income and expenditures for the
maintenance of the village water supply. Also, it is
recommended that receipts ars written and kept for every
financial transaction.

- The ultimate decision on how to finance the maintenance costs
lies with the village. The proposals of the VWSC need to be
approved by the village council.

Documentati on
- Schedule of follow-up visits.
- Logbook tor VM/VSA.
- Accounts-- and receiptbooks for VWSC.
- Pricelist. of tools and spares.
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Step 11 Training of VM/VSA and VCTs

Purpose
- To assist. the VWSC in making arrangements with the village
mechanic (VM) or village scheme attendant (VSA) and the village
caretakers (VCTs) -for their participation in a -f i el dtrai ning.

•-• To assist the VWSCs in the villages concerned in organizing the
contribution of each village to the training course.

Par t i c ipants
MAENDELEO" MAJ I , VWSCs.

Tasks in the village
•-•• Find out what provisions need to be made to allow the VM/VSA

and VCTs to participate in the training (allowances, help with

the
f ac i -
war k ,

farrawork at home, etc.).
Discuss with the VWSC and other women in the village how
participation of women candidates in the training can be
litated (e.g. support from other women in agricultural
looking after small children, etc.).
Discuss with the VWSCs concerned

* which village will host the training
* what its responsabi1ities will be (e.g. food supply)
* what the other village governments will contribute

(e.g. food, cash, labour for preparation of meals).
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Step .12 Implementation, of the training course far VM/VSA/VCTs

Purpose
- To train selected community members for village-level
operation, maintenance and repair,.

- To familiarize members of the VWSCs with the technical tasks of
VM/VSA/VCTs.

Participants
f i A J I , MAEIMDELEO, AFYA, VM/VSA,VCTs; VWSC members (observers).

Tasks i n the vi11 age
•- MAJI trains the village pump mechanics (VMs) and village scheme
attendants (VSAs) in technical tasks (see technical training
manual ).

-- MAJI trains the village caretakers (VCTs) in upkeep o-f pump/tap
sites, construction of a drainage pit and early recognition o-f
maintenance and repair needs.

- MAENDELEO trains the Vfls, VSAs and VCTs in understanding of the
importance of a reliable improved water supply for village
wel 1—bei ng.

- MAENDELEO trains the VMs, VSAs and VCTs in communication skills
- AFYA trains the VCTs in health education of waterpoint users.

Notes
- Understanding the importance of a reliable safe water supply:

"Loki village has got a new water supply,, Everybody
is very happy. The women do not have to travel far
anymore to collect water., They can bring more water
home for better hygiene. They are less tired and
have more time and energy for cooking, child care
and agricultural work- There is less disease in the
village because men, women and children can bathe and
wash their clothes more frequently, frequent washing
of hands and utensils is easier, and everyone drinks
safe water. The women have started vegetable gardens
which provide more nutritious meals and additional
income. But alas ....... the water supply is poorly
maintained. One day it breaks down completely and the
women have to go back to the old and polluted sources
which arB far away."

What will happen to Loki village and why? Consider
* village health
* child care
* family meals
* agricultural work
* vegetable gardens
* other money-generating activities
* workload of women
* the most vulnerable people in the village, e.g.
the old and disabled, pregnant mothers, lactating
mothers, breast-fed children.
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- Upkeep of the waterpoint:

"The caretaker of one of the pumps (or taps) in Sanga
Sanga is a lazy person. There is always some waiter
standing around the pump (or tap), and at the end of the
drainage channel. Children frequently leave the tap open
(or mishandle the pump). Sometimes cattle or dogs or
ducks can be found in the puddles. Recently somebody has
constructed' a new latrine in the vicinity of the
waterpoint. What happens to the people in Sanga Sanga?"
(Think of! dirty water, children playing and drinking
water, mosquitoes, etc,A

•- Communication between the VM and VWSC
Ask the participants to discuss the story of Mamba village.

"The village mechanic (or village scheme attendant) in
Mamba village is a very conscientious person. The
village water supply is maintained regularly. Whenever
a waterpoint caretaker reports a problem, it is attended
to as soon as possible. The village has bought the
necessary tools and spare parts. They are kept by the
mechanic (or scheme attendant). The day arrives when all
spares have been used. There is a breakdown and Mamba is
without water. How could this have been prevented?"

(Issues to consider:
-- Keeping a list of spares and tools
- Recording what spares are used
- Informing the VWSC when a spare or tool is getting
f i nished

- VWSC has reserved funds in advance, as it is not
always the right moment for a fundraising

- VWSC is able to send somebody to a place where they
can get the necessary spare or tool ).

- Communication between the VCT and VWSC.
Act with the particpants the story of Mr. Bomba.

"Mr. Bomba is a good mechanic, but he never visits the
water-points until he gets a complaint. Then he goes down
and when he finds the waterpoint poorly kept, he lectures
the caretaker, Ms. Visima, in a very harsh tone and
humiliates her in front of her neighbours and children.
Ms. Visima defends herself and a row develops. The neigh-
bours support Ms. Visima, as she usually takes good care
of the waterpoint. Next time she is afraid to go and see
mr. Bomba to report a problem."

Invite two people to act Mr. Bomba and Ms. Visima, while the
rest of the participants act the neighbours.

Discuss how such a situation could be avoided.
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Communication between the VCTs and the VWSC.
Act with the participants the story of Mama Kitambi.

"Mama Kitambi is very proud of the pump she
looks a-fter. She keeps it clean and talks about
safe water use with the other mothers.. One day
she sees a crack in the cement cover. She warns
the VWSC. She also tells the VWSC that the women
would like a screened bathing site at the pump or
tap, so that they can daily bathe themselves and
their children. Alas, the VWSC does not listen to
her. What will happen?"

Education of users on sa-fe water use.
AFYA trains the VCTs to carry out a demonstration of proper-
water use at their tap or pump.
Steps:
- Ask one villager to act first the wrong practices of water-
collection and discuss what might happen:

* no bucket washing at the water-point
* no handwashing
* pump operated with short strokes (or tap left
dripping)

* leaves or grass on top of the bucket against
spi11i ng

* dirty hands touching the water during transport
* no separate storage pot for drinking water in

the home
* stored water is not covered
#• a communal cup is used to take the drinking water out.

- The villager then repeats the steps with the correct
behavi our:

* bucket washing at the waterpoint, preferably with
sand

* handwashing, if possible with soap, sand or ash
* pump operated with long strokes (or tap closed
properly)

* cover on top o-f collection vessel
* no hands touching the water during transport
* separate storage pot -for drinking water, with a
cover

* drinking water taken out by a long-handled
laddie or calebash, and poured in a cup

* washing out the drinking cup after use
* teaching children how to use the dipper
properly ( invite a child from the audience to
parti cipate)

* use of more water and soap or ash for personal
hygiene, especially handwashing after latrine
use and before preparing or eating food.
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Step 13 Establishment, of user by-laws
on water use and sanitation

Furpose . .
- To promote the year-round use of safe water, at. least -for
drinking, by all village households.

•-•• To promote the construction and use of latrines by all
househol ds.

Participants
VWSC, AFYA, MAEIMDELEO. :

Tasks in the village
- Discuss the need and use of
- Discuss the contents of the
-- Put the proposed by-laws up

by-1 aws.
by—1 aws.
for approval by the village council*

Note
By-laws are one of the means to promote proper water use and
sanitation. However, there may be valid reasons why some people
do not observe these by-laws. E.g. old couples who cannot dig
latrines, women who live far from an improved water paint and s.rB
so busy with agricultural work that they use traditional water-
sources nearer by.
It is the task of the VWSC to identify such practical problems
and where possible find other solutions, e.. g» assistance from
schoolboys in latrine digging, transport for water collection.
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Step 14 Handing over of the water supply to the village

Purpose :
- To establish -formally the village ownership of the water supply*
- To organize a user demonstration at a tap or pump. .

Parti ci pants
MAJI, MAENDELEO, AFYA, Village Government, VWSC, VM/VSA, VCTs and
other villagers.

Tasks in the village ]
- Outline the village responsabi1ities, rights and benefits o-f

the water supply again.
-- Outline the system o-f operation and maintenance.
- Read out the contents of the ownership document.
- Sign the ownership document.
- Organize a demonstration on proper operation and use of the
water supply at one of the taps or pumps (see step 12).

Note.
If the village or MAJI mre not satisfied with the project, no
signing should take place before all parties are satisfied.
MAENDELED should support the village in all reasonable
complai nts.

pucumentati on
Handing-over document.
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Step 15 Follow-up of health education and sanitation

Purpose '
- To check on the implementation of the village action plan in
community health education and sanitation.

- To assist the VWSC where necessary.

Participants ;
AFYA, VWSC,. VHW

Tasks in the village \
- Discuss the implementation of the action plan drawn by the VWSC
•for community health education and sanitation improvements.

- Review developments.
- Offer help where necessary.

Documentation
Village action plan.

Note
~ Targets of the village health education and sanitation action
plan include:

* use of safe water by every village household the whole
year round, at least for drinking

* in villages with bilharzia, use of only safe water also
for clothes washing and bathing

* clean latrines with long-handled fly-covers, ash against
flies, and water with soap or ash for handwashing in
every household

* good sanitation conditions in public places,
schools, dispensaries, hotels

* no signs of defecation outside latrines
* knowledge of how diseases related with water

sanitation arB passed from one adult or child
possible, villages should be assisted in

such as,

use and
to another
instal1 ing

ferro-cement for long duration and
Where
transferable latrineslabs of
easy maintenance and hygiene.
In villages with problems of flooding or caving-in of latrines,
AFYA should give technical assistance in building raised
latrines and in lining the pits-



Step 3.6 Follow-up Q-f productive use o-f ' 'water., and timeqains

Purpose
-•- To cheek on the implementation o-f the action plan drawn -for
village development and to help the VWSC where necessary.

Farti'ci pants
VWSC, VCTs, MAENDELEO,

Tasks in the village
— Check and discuss the implementation of the action plan drawn

by the VWSC.
-- Review developments.
- Offer help where necessary.
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Step, 17 Annual checks by MA JI
. • : • ;

Purpose
- To support the VWSC in operation and maintenance of the water
supply,

Participants
MAJI, VWSC, VM/VSA, VCTs.

Tasks in the village
-Check all pumps or piped water supply in the village.
-Check all wells and disinfect them when necessary,
- Check on the -functioning of the VM/VSA and VCTs,
- Give re-fresher training when necessary,

Documentation
Maintenance cards with information on maintenance, repairs and
use and hygiene conditions around the waterpoints.
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Step 18A Evaluation pf the water project

Purpose .
- To evaluate the water project with the village.

Participants
t?AJI, AFYA, MAENDELEO, VWBC, VM/VSA, VCTS.

Tasks in the village
- Evaluate the work of the VWSC
- Evaluate the work of the VM/VSA and VCTs,
- Evaluate the local health education and sanitation programme.
- Evaluate the water-related development in the village*
- Evaluate the acceptance of the water project, by the villagers.

Note
Points for consideration:

* How many days out of the previous year has the water
supply been functioning?

* Are the waterpoints well--kept and pumps greased?
* Are the users satisfied with the service?
* Are sufficient -funds collected -for maintenance and
accounts well-kept?

* Is every household in the village using only safe
water, at least for drinking?

* what health-education and sanitation programme has
been carried out; who have been involved and what
results have been achieved?

•*• Are surplus water and time savings used for other
development acti vities?

* Has the project stimulated any other village activities?

Documentati on
Report of the evaluation.
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Step 19B Improvement of traditional watersources

Purpose
- To identify villages where for one reason of another

no safe water from pumps or taps is possible, and carry
out improvements of the traditional watersources.

- To contact organisations which can help in carrying out
such improvements.

- To organize the village to carry out self-improvements.

Participants;
MAENDELEO~(Rural Construction Unit), MAJI, AFYA^ VWSC,
Village Government.

Tasjk s i n the .yi 11 a q e
- The villagers with the help of the RCL) clean out and

protect traditional wells.
- Installation of a pulley and bucket to draw water , or

use of a communal bucket which is kept clean by all*
- Well-disinfection , for example through a chlorination

device,
- Construction of protected riverside wells.
- Use of slow sand filters for the whole village or in

each household.

identify how self-improvements can be carried out,
organize a discussion with the villagers -both men and
women- and consult them on possible action .Useful assistance
can be given by the Rural Construction Unit.
Another way to get safe drinking water through self-help
is rainwater catchment and storage.
During the dry season a water collection system may be
organised using animals to collect clean water over a large
distance.
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